
 

 

To: REGIONAL NSW, MINING, EXPLORATION AND GEOSCIENCE 

Re: COMMUNITY CONSULTATION REPORT REFORMS  
 

14 July 2022   

 

Introduction  

The Association of Mining and Exploration Companies (AMEC) welcomes the opportunity to provide a 

submission to to the Department of Regional NSW, Mining Exploration and Geoscience (MEG) on the draft 

Exploration Code of Practice: Community Consultation (Draft Code), draft Exploration Guideline: annual 

reporting for prospecting titles (Draft Guideline) and accompanying fact sheets. 

AMEC provides the following overarching comments and has also completed specific comments on each 

document on the MEG Stakeholder feedback form attached.  

 

About AMEC 

AMEC is a leading national minerals industry association representing over 500 member companies across 

Australia. Our members are explorers, emerging miners, producers, and a wide range of businesses and 

services working in and for the minerals industry. AMEC has a growing number of companies working and 

investing in NSW. 

 

Social licence is critical for the NSW minerals industry 

Community consultation and social licence are a key priority for the minerals industry. AMEC supports the 

objective of Government action to update community consultation reporting requirements and provide 

transparency and clarity for industry, Government and the community.  

It is disappointing, however, that the proposed changes to community reporting may decrease the 

Government’s administrative burden of assessing annual community reports, however, add to the regulatory 

burden for industry. AMEC strongly encourages the review of community reporting holistically and to benefit not 

just Government but also industry and the community.  

 

NSW guidance for the minerals industry should be reviewed holistically, not piecemeal 

In NSW the ‘cradle to grave’ process for an exploration licence (including application, one activity approval, 

renewal and relinquishment) requires over 600 pages of NSW Government documentation including almost 200 

pages of forms and over 400 pages of guidance documents. This is a significant burden, especially for 

exploration companies that are typically small (often two to ten employees) who cannot afford to spend time and 

resources on unnecessary administration, as well as for Government to process and keep updated.  

https://amecinc.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/Ec0D23AUpv9KnpVy4PiBA7cBY_ec6qGea5U8qBqT3BOTxQ
https://amecinc.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/Ec0D23AUpv9KnpVy4PiBA7cBY_ec6qGea5U8qBqT3BOTxQ
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For an explorer to understand their community consultation requirements alone, this information is included as a 

minimum of the exploration licence document, Exploration code of practice: community consultation, Annual 

activity reporting for prospecting titles, and Guideline for Community Consultation Guideline (for coal and 

petroleum titles) as well as accompanying fact sheets. 

NSW has a reputation in the minerals industry for being a difficult jurisdiction in which to explore, something 

borne out in the feedback from the internationally respected annual Fraser Institute Survey1 responses that rate 

NSW amongst the lowest international jurisdiction for clarity in regulation, investment attractiveness and policy 

perception. The NSW Government is working hard to turnaround this perception and support minerals industry 

investment with significant funding and new programs. The amendment and production of clear guidance for 

industry should be viewed as an important part of the process to turn around these poor perceptions.  

AMEC strongly recommends the review of industry guidance documentation but believes that this should be 

undertaken holistically to include all Codes, guidelines and forms, instead of undertaken piecemeal.   

 

Reconsider the requirement to publish a community report on a company website 

Currently, NSW Government requires annual reporting on exploration (geoscience), environmental 

management/rehabilitation and community consultation. These reports are the assessed by Government and 

kept in confidence and only released upon relinquishment of the title (with some geoscientific data and reporting 

now released five years after submission). 

The proposed requirement to publish community consultation reports one month after the anniversary of the 

tenure on the company website exceeds the current requirement and may lead to issues with confidentiality. For 

example, if a tenure has only a few landholders then the requirements to publish “identification of stakeholder 

groups, summary of consultation activities, summary of what was discussed, and issues raised” (Table 5 of 

Draft Code) will publicly expose the details of the landholder consultation almost immediately.  

This requirement could also provide information for activist groups and third parties that could have significant 

ramifications for industry. We understand that some landholders have suffered direct protests from activist 

groups and neighbours when it has been publicised locally that they have signed access agreements with 

explorers. 

If this amendment is made, companies will be forced to amend their reporting practices from providing clear, 

fulsome information in reports that may be useful to the next tenure holder to dilute information to provide a 

minimum of information. This redaction of information will detract from the ongoing success of exploration in 

NSW.  

Further, many members have expressed strong concerns about publishing community consultation reports on 

their website. Company websites contain general company information for all projects – for large companies this 

regularly includes many projects across multiple jurisdictions. Including community consultation reports for every 

exploration licence in NSW would not align with general website content and objectives. Companies do regularly 

 

1 https://www.fraserinstitute.org/studies/annual-survey-of-mining-companies-2021  

https://www.fraserinstitute.org/studies/annual-survey-of-mining-companies-2021
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have general community consultation information or policies but publishing annual reports would be 

inappropriate.   

AMEC strongly recommends that the requirement to publish full reports is amended to consider the objectives of 

community reporting, with consideration to the publication of general information only. 

 

Consider the objectives of community consultation reporting and the best methods for publication 

The objective of reporting on community consultation should be considered as part of this review and the best 

methods for Government and the community to have assurance that industry is fulfilling compliance 

requirements as a minimum. This review should also acknowledge that community consultation can take time 

and usually has both personal and commercial sensitivities.  

This review should be more considered to address issues of:  

▪ Best methods to provide appropriate community consultation information to Government and 

the community – As Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) is of increasing interest to investors, 

some companies include community consultation information in their annual company reports. Other 

companies would publish information for the community on their website. These options could fulfil the 

objectives of community reporting rather than a full report for each NSW exploration licence. 

▪ Publication of information for project groups or all company’s operations – Many exploration 

licences are operated by companies as part of a regional project and reporting for a group of tenure or 

area would reduce the administrative burden for industry and make more sense operationally and for 

communities.  

▪ Requirement to report when no on ground exploration has been undertaken – We note that the 

reporting requirement for nil activity has been simplified in this Draft Code but the requirement to report 

has been retained. Submission/publication of a full report format that notes ‘No activity’ is unnecessary 

red tape and could be replaced by a tick box on the annual exploration report or in TMS.  

▪ Ensure that all private/company confidential information can be redacted prior to publication – If 

full/part reports or community information are published, provisions in the Code and Guideline should 

include the requirement for redaction of any personal/company information that is considered private or 

should be kept in confidence for commercial reasons. 

▪ Clarify reporting requirements and provide an example – Information on reporting requirements is 

spread across the Draft Code (both in the content of the Code and Appendices), Draft Guideline and 

fact sheet. There is some confusion on the exact requirements and so combining these in the Code 

then providing an appendix with a risk assessment matrix (currently in the text of the Draft Code only, 

not in the appendix) and clear reporting requirements would support industry to understand the content 

and detail required in reports as well as standardise formatting to support compliance.   
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Clarify the regulatory processes 

The fact sheet on Community Consultation Report Reforms includes a FAQ that notes “The Resources 

Regulator audit programme targeting community consultation will continue. In addition, any concerns with non 

compliance of any requirement of the Exploration Code can be raised with the Resources Regulator.”  

Clear information on the regulation, monitoring and auditing of community reports is needed to support industry 

to maximise compliance and ensure that the monitoring, issues and processes are clearly understood. AMEC 

understands that industry has had no recent feedback on these reports and so any initial audits may capture 

issues relating to content and depth of information for many licences over many years. Any such issues should 

be used as an educational opportunity, not for compliance action. Further, details on auditing and monitoring of 

reports should be included in the Draft Code and Draft Guideline, not simply as a question on a fact sheet.   

AMEC recommends that further clarity is provided on the auditing and monitoring of community consultation 

reports in the Draft Code and Draft Guideline. 

 

AMEC looks forward to Government and industry working together to develop a way to report on community 

consultation meaningfully and safely. We look forward to the next steps in consultation and if you have any 

queries regarding this submission, please do not hesitate to contact  

Lucy McClean 

Director – New South Wales, Victoria & Tasmania 

AMEC  

 


